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Why I Write 
Abstract 
I write in fragments, cutting and polishing until each one seems ready to be put in place - here? or there? - 
in the mosaic. As the work fills out and the pattern begins to show, it becomes easier to stand back and 
judge the effect. I look for the illusion of depth and of movement in time and space within the frame of the 
thing - story, poem, novel - and a symmetry set up by its resonances and correspondences. Towards the 
end, it seems to be writing itself, fulfilling its own demands. The whole should have the feel of a lived 
experience, and seem to come together naturally. 
This journal article is available in Kunapipi: https://ro.uow.edu.au/kunapipi/vol16/iss1/17 
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Why I Write 
I write in fragments, cutting and polishing until each one seems ready to 
be put in place - here? or there? - in the mosaic. As the work fills out and 
the pattern begins to show, it becomes easier to stand back and judge the 
effect. I look for the illusion of depth and of movement in time and space 
within the frame of the thing - story, poem, novel - and a symmetry set 
up by its resonances and correspondences. Towards the end, it seems to 
be writing itself, fulfilling its own demands. The whole should have the 
feel of a lived experience, and seem to come together naturally. 
Writing for me is a matter of fits and starts, any number of false starts. 
I work my way by instinct towards making what is on the page fit in with 
my sense of the whole work-to-be. The process is like getting to know 
someone intimately. We go on limited knowledge, fumbling our way to 
a greater knowledge, or to rupture. Works fail, come apart. 
I try to make whatever I write as airy and spare a structure of words as 
will bear the weight. Through phase after phase I find more that can be 
left out. I strive for clarity. 
